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Introduction to Magnetic Fusion

Potential energy in nucleus / # of nucleons

➨ Fusion!

⬅ Fission



 Worldwide, very long term availability of low cost fuel.


 Negligible CO2 production from operations.


 Fusion does not have fission’s key issues:


 No possibility of criticality accident or meltdown.

 Short-lived radioactive waste.

 Low risk of nuclear proliferation.


 Steady power source that does not require inter-seasonal 
energy storage (c.f., wind & solar at large scale)


 Little land use (c.f., biomass at large scale)


 No need to bury carbon dioxide  
(c.f., biomass, coal, gas require unprecedented CO2 storage)


(See Goldston, Bulletin of Atomic Scientists 2018, Why Fusion?)

Why Use Fusion for Energy?
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Electricity to Double Twice This Century
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~double

~double

again

Fusion!



Low-Z nuclei fuse best.
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They can get closer, and the barrier is weaker.

Fusion is by Quantum Tunneling

Electrostatic 

repulsion

Strong-force 

attraction



Two Cycles Sustain a Deuterium-Tritium Burn

D + T ⇒ α (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV)
n + 6Li ⇒ α + T + 4.8 MeV
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heat

T ~  14 keV
~ 160M K 

Li

tritium

~  400g/day 

Fuel is plentiful & cheap D & 6Li



Fusion Requires very High Temperatures

Because of Electrostatic Repulsion of Nuclei
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 1 eV = 11,600 K,  10 keV = 116M K

α power density 

= 1/5 fusion power 

density 

≈ 1.7 106 W/m3


Fuel energy density

= (3/2)nkT = (3/2)p


= 15 atm = 1.5 106 J/m3


Confinement time

     Energy density 

 ≡ ————————————

     Power density


Need to “confine” energy 
for ~ 1 sec for DT  


At very (!) high T.




You need about 1020/m3 ion density to get a  
useful power density. e = 1.602 10-19C


If no electrons, this is a charge density, ρ = 16 C/m3.

∇∙E = ρ/ε0; For a sphere, Gauss ⇒ 4πr2Er = (4π/3)r3ρ/ε0

Er = r16/(3x8.85 10-12) = 6 1011V/m (for r = 1m) 

Cannot support macroscopic charge imbalance!  
 
 
 

Impurities (including He fusion product) waste plasma   
pressure on themselves and on Zj electrons.

→→
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A Fusion Plasma Must be  
Very, Very Nearly Charge Neutral  

   
Zeff ≡

1
ne

niZi
2

i
∑

  
ne = niZi

i
∑ = nD + nT + njZj

imp
∑



Fusion Fuel can be Confined Three Ways

We focus in this lecture on magnetic confinement.
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Plasma ≡ ionized gas, occurs at T > 10,000 K

+

+

-



Toroidal Plasmas Need Twist
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Particles follow field lines 
but also drift vertically.

 
Twisting the field lines 
cancels drifts.

   
!
v∇B+curvB

   
v!b̂    

v!b̂   
v!b̂

   
!
v∇B+curvB



Stellarators Get Twist Differently
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The twisting plasma “pulls” the field lines with it.
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Fusion Research is International
USA,	Princeton:	NSTX-U	
low	aspect	ra2o	tokamak

USA,	San	Diego:	DIII-D	
medium-size	tokamak

EU,	Germany:	ASDEX-U	
medium-size	tokamak

EU,	Great	Britain:	JET	
large	tokamak

EU,	Germany:	W7X	
superconduc2ng	stellarator

China:	EAST	
superconduc2ng	tokamak

Japan:	JT-60SA	
large	superconduc2ng	

tokamak

Japan:	LHD	
superconduc2ng	stellarator

Korea:	KSTAR	
superconduc2ng	tokamak
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Next Up: ITER



Concept for a Tokamak Fusion Pilot Plant 
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Gets magnetic twist with plasma current
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Positive-ion Based Neutral Atom Beams is  
a Well Developed Technology 

Up to 40 MW was delivered to TFTR at PPPL

D0

D+

D+

D+
D0
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When Fast Ion Pressure is Modest

Ions Slow Down by Binary Collisions with Plasma  

Both the energy and angular dependence

of the measured spectra agree with theory 

Theory

Exp’t
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Things Get More Interesting at 

High Fast Ion Pressure  

ITER will study fast ion effects with 3.5 MeV α’s
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Negative-Ion Based Neutral Beams

are a Challenging Technology 

Larger denser plasmas 
need higher energy beams 
for adequate penetration

Higher energy D+ beams 
don’t charge-exchange well 
b/c velocity too high

Make D- beams,  
and strip them of their 
extra electron

Very tricky new 
technology
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Lower Hybrid and Ion Cyclotron  
Frequency Antennas in JET  

 Neither wave propagates in vacuum with impressed k

 Antenna near field must be in contact with plasma

Lower 
Hybrid

3.5 GHz

(Drives

current,

hard to 
couple)

Ion 
Cyclotron

30MHz


(Cheapest,

hard to 
couple)
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Electron Cyclotron Antenna

Manufactured by PPPL  

 Steerable waves propagate in vacuum to plasma

 Very high frequency sources are coming along well.

steerable mirror

toroidal steering fork

poloidal push mechanism

fixed mirror

input waveguide holder
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Fusion Temperatures have Been Achieved 

Joint

European


Torus



Fusion power density, pfus = nDnT<σv>DTEfus (Watts/m3)

Magnetically confined plasmas are generally limited in  

β ≡ plasma pressure / magnetic pressure

β ≡ (ni + ne)T/(B2/2μ0) ⇒ for ni ∝ ne, & nD ≈ nT ≈ ni/2  

 pfus ∝ nDnT<σv>DT ∝ β2B4(<σv>DT/T2)

pfus is a key bang-for-the-buck parameter.

Fusion Power Density Depends on <σv>/T2, β and B
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Implications:

  There is a lot to be said for high β

  There is a drive for high-field magnets

  Operate at the T that maximizes <σv>DT/T2 

  You also have to worry about fusion energy gain.
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Plasma Energy Gain is Set By Balance 
Between Heating and Losses 

  Local power balance (in the core) for steady operation


d
dt
Uth =

3
2
d
dt
ne + ni

i
∑

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟T = 0 = nDnT σv DT Eα + paux −

3
2
ne + ni

i
∑

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟T

τE
transport

− prad,core

T  and Eα  are in Joules, U  is energy density, Joules/m3,  p is power density, Watts/m3

                                      

α heating is in the core and only core radiation short-circuits 
magnetic confinement of heat.


Here we assume 100% efficiency of α particle heating.  
ITER will test this!

When we come to plant efficiency, we will need to include the 
efficiency of producing paux.
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Plasma Gain, Qp, Depends on nTτEtransport (1-frad,core) 

    
Qp ≡

5Pα
Paux

=
5Pα

Ploss −Pα
=

5Fα
1−Fα

takes off as Fα → 1

pa + paux = ploss ≡Uth / τE
transport + prad,core; frad,core ≡ prad,core ploss

ploss − prad,core =Uth / τE
transport =ploss 1− frad,core( )

ploss =

3
2
ne + ni

i
∑

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟T

τE
transport 1− frad,core( )

Qp = 10 in ITER has Ti0 ≈ 20 keV, ne0 ≈ 1020/m3, τE ≈ 4sec;  
ne0Ti0τE ≈ 8 1021 keV sec / m3

    

fα ≡
pα
ploss

=

nDnTT 2
σv

DT

T 2

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
Eα

3
2

ne + ni
i
∑

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟T

τE
transport 1− frad,core( )

∝ nTτEtransport (1-frad,core)
Fusion “triple product”

Looking at the 
whole plasma:
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Prad Comes in Many Forms

Core Prad Short-Circuits Magnetic Confinement  

Continuum  
Bremsstrahlung

Continuum

Recombination

Line radiation

At fusion temperatures bremsstrahlung dominates.



Bremsstrahlung can be a Significant Factor
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P-11B

D-T

fusion   

D-D

D-3He

P-11B

D-T & D-D

bremsstrahlung

D-3He

All power densities scale as p2: n2 ∝ p2 for given T. 
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Engineering Gain, Qeng, Depends on  
Plasma Gain and Electrical Efficiencies 

Pe,outPe,in

Pe,net = Pe,out - Pe,in

Pe,net = Pe,out −Pe,in;  Pe,out = ηout Pfus + Paux( );  Pe,in = Paux ηin + ...

Qeng ≡
Pe,out
Pe,in

=
ηout(Pfus + Paux )

Paux / ηin + ...
≈ ηinηout(Qp + 1) ≈ 0.3 ⋅ 0.4(Qp + 1)

(These are

Powers in 
Watts, not 

power densities 
in Watts/m3.)

Paux Pfus + Paux
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τE ≡ Wplasma / Pheat  
has Been Studied Extensively - I  

Power, current, magnetic field, plasma density are  
varied systematically to find scalings (e.g., Goldston, 1982).

Only include conditions with low Prad,core to get τEtransport.  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Scaling with size is 
determined by


bringing together 
results from many 

different experiments
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τEtransport has Been Studied Extensively - II  

Chapter  14 Nuclear Energy
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allowing a high power gain (energy output divided by energy 
input) to be sustained; and  

  2.     containing a high enough pressure plasma that it can provide 
sufficient fusion power density to justify the cost of the magnetic 
“bottle.”    

 Very substantial scientific progress has been made in addressing both of 
these challenges. The basic mechanisms that allow heat to escape across 
magnetic fields have been identified and modeled computationally. 

 While issues remain for scientific confirmation, the overall experimental 
picture is consistent with the presence of fine-scale turbulence driven 
largely by the gradient in the temperature between the center of the 
hot plasma and its cooler edge. This results in an overall energy con-
finement time (energy stored in the plasma divided by power required 
to heat it) that scales consistently across the many experimental devices 
that have been operated around the world ( Figure 14.23 ). Scaling from 
these experiments gives a projection that the international ITER project 
will have a gain of 10, meaning that 10 times more fusion power will 
be produced than the heat input from microwaves or other inputs from 
outside of the plasma required to sustain it at fusion temperature. Since 
20% of the heat from fusion stays within the plasma in the form of ener-
getic helium nuclei, this means that two-thirds of the power heating the 
plasma will come from the fusion reactions themselves. Demonstrating 
this self-sustaining plasma heating is the primary scientific goal of ITER. 
A magnetic fusion power plant will require a gain of about 25.    

 Substantial progress has also been made in identifying the limits to the 
plasma pressure that can be contained in a magnetically confined fusion 

plasma. Indeed, these pressure limits, as determined by limits of the 
ratio of plasma kinetic pressure to the pressure of the magnetic field, are 
now accurately predicted on the basis of theory. Since the fusion rate 
is approximately proportional to the square of the plasma pressure, this 
sets the power production capability of fusion systems. ITER is predicted 
to be able to produce at least 500 MW t  of fusion power. Fusion power 
production multiplied by the pulse length gives the energy released 
per pulse from fusion systems. In the 1970s, the toroidal magnetic con-
finement configuration called the “tokamak” achieved fusion power 
production of 1/10 of 1 W for one-hundredth of a second. ITER, also 
configured as a tokamak, is planned to operate for at least 300–500 s 
at a gain of at least 10, with a goal of effectively steady-state operation 
at gain of 5. Because ITER will produce significant power levels from 
fusion for significant periods of time, many of the technologies for ITER 
are similar to those that would be used in a fusion power plant. Thus 
the mission of ITER is to “demonstrate the scientific and technological 
feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes.”       

  14.11.4.2     Inertial confi nement fusion 

 The concept underlying inertial fusion is that a small pellet of D–T fuel is 
compressed to very high density, but mostly at low temperature. A few 
percent of the fuel is heated to fusion temperature, however, and, as it 
burns, it “ignites” a fraction of the remaining fuel, which burns as well, 
igniting more fuel and ultimately providing adequate gain for net power 
production. The key recent scientific advances have been in the develop-
ment of fully three-dimensional codes that can predict the evolution of the 
fundamentally unstable compression process, as well as the unstable burn 
process. These calculations define the requirements on the manufacturing 
precision required for the spherical fusion targets, and on the timing and 
uniformity of the laser or other beams used to compress and heat the tar-
gets. Furthermore, new ideas are being developed on means to heat the 
“hot spot” that initiates the burn, for example using special very short-
pulse lasers (called “fast ignition”) or carefully timed shocks. These may 
allow higher gain or lower laser driver energy for fusion energy systems. 

 A second issue, particular to inertial fusion driven by lasers, is laser–
plasma interaction. The very high power laser light can interact with 
the plasma it produces in the vicinity of the target, with the result that 
the laser beam is steered away from the target, and/or energetic elec-
trons are produced that heat the target and impede implosion. This is an 
active topic of research at the National Ignition Facility. 

 In inertial fusion, gain is defined as fusion yield divided by the laser light 
energy input. It is reduced by the relatively low efficiency (~20%) of con-
version of laser light to X-rays which actually impinge on the pellet and 
implode it, in the geometry used at the NIF. To set a clear goal, a US NAS 
( 1997 ) report defined ignition at the NIF as gain of unity. The total fusion 
energy released per pulse at the NIF will, at gain of unity, be 1–2 MW-s, 
100,000 less than anticipated in ITER. The pulse repetition rate at high gain 
will be of the order of a few per day, as compared with ~50/day in ITER. 

 Figure 14.23   |    Experimental confi nement time of thermal energy vs. regression fi t 
[IPB98(y,2)] to experimental results from nine tokamak experiments world-wide. 
Source: Shimada,  2000   

RMSE ∼12%



Turbulence Calculations Complement Experiments
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… Agreement is good,

but there can always be surprises…
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We are Getting There - I
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Will we be able to achieve

self-sustained plasmas?
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We’re Getting There - II 

ITER: 1012 J/pulse



Science & Technology Challenges Remain
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 In pretty good shape (but 
important issues remain):


 Plasma heating and 
current drive


 Macroscopic stability


 Turbulent transport

 The big unknowns:


 Power efflux


 Materials and blanket

 An area of opportunity:


 High temperature 
superconducting 
magnets


